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On 22 June 2006, the New York Times revealed the existence of a secret Bush administration programme initiated weeks after the 9/11 attacks. This secret Terrorism Financing Tracking Program (TFTP) enabled US counter-terrorism officials to gain access to financial records of individual citizens in the US, Europe and beyond. This programme went far beyond earlier initiatives to access financial data for security purposes. It enabled US security officials to ‘follow suspicious financial trails around the globe... without having to seek assistance from foreign banks.’ Such financial analyses promise a ‘smart’ form of targeting that mirrors and complements the logic of targeted killings and drone attacks. The large-scale data ‘trawling’ involved relies heavily on social networking analysis, which looks for underlying connections between people.

All the data requested by the US Treasury were provided by SWIFT in a so-called black box. SWIFT is a Brussels-based consortium, formally known as the Society for the Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, and it handles about 80% of all financial transfers worldwide, the bulk in Europe. Instead of seeking individual court-approved warrants or subpoenas to examine specific transactions, US government officials relied on extremely broad non-individualised administrative subpoenas for millions of confidential banking records supplied by SWIFT. US Treasury subsequently mined and analysed the black-boxed data on the basis of specific search queries.

The SWIFT case is exemplary for the manner in which notions of security, both external and internal, are evolving through novel deployments of data analysis that exceed what is conventionally understood as surveillance. But it is also illustrative of what can be called deep government secrecy – in this case about the very existence of the TFTP programme. Deep secrecy is secrecy the existence of which is itself a secret. Deep secrecy breeds leaks by government officials. Dissatisfied ‘insiders’ may leak documents for a variety of reasons, including concern at the fact that far-reaching decision-making is taking place in secret. Once the existence of the TFTP programme was revealed, the fact
that it had functioned in what was effectively a law-free zone and a politics-free zone was exposed. The Belgian Privacy Commission subsequently found that SWIFT had breached Belgian and European privacy laws by providing the information in question.\textsuperscript{9} There was an outcry at the time in the European Parliament that the US was secretly using confidential banking information of Europeans and infringing their rights to privacy wholesale and in an uncontrolled manner. Later significant safeguards were built into the system in an international agreement between the EU and the US on the exchange of such data from Europe to the US.\textsuperscript{10} This was agreed after the SWIFT server moved back to Europe.

The sting in the tail to this whole story however is that exactly ten years after the secret introduction of this surveillance programme in the US, the EU is in the process of introducing its own parallel \textit{Terrorist Financial Tracking System} in Europe – an EU TFTS. The envisaged system will collect, store and analyse information about thousands of European citizens and residents many of whom have not been accused of any wrongdoing. This summer the Commission adopted a communication on the subject outlining a number of options, including the option of attributing the core functions to EU institutions.\textsuperscript{11} The EU executive and legislative process is not secret but it does suggest a definite parallel between evolving EU \textit{internal security} and US \textit{homeland security}. Part of the EU internal security map is a growing role for intelligence-type agencies and the enhanced sharing of classified information. This makes the issue of secrecy regulation in relation to the EU particularly salient. Let me now look at the conceptual question: what does secrecy mean?

\textbf{Inside out and Outside in}

Questions of secrecy are not new. Secrecy is inherently human. Anything can in fact be kept secret – a path, a plan, a decision – so long as it is kept intentionally hidden, set apart in the mind of its keeper as requiring concealment.\textsuperscript{12} It may be shared with no one or confided to some on condition that it goes no farther. Basic human nature dictates the likelihood that if three people are put together, sooner or later, likely as not, two of them will be keeping some sort of secret from the third.

Scholars have struggled with the general concept of secrecy for centuries. Sociologists have stressed that it is the act of secret-keeping that makes us who we are: our inside is not something we have but something we make, partially through our secrets.\textsuperscript{13} Or as Harvard philosopher Sissela Bok put it many years ago: ‘Some capacity for keeping secrets and for choosing when to reveal them,
and some access to the underlying experience of secrecy and depth, are indi-
ispensable for an enduring sense of identity, for the ability to plan and to act,
and for essential belonging. With no control over secrecy and openness, hu-
man beings could not remain either sane or free.\textsuperscript{14}

Secrecy presupposes \textit{separation}, a setting apart of the secret from the non-
secret, and of keepers of a secret from the excluded targets. In the words of
Bok again: ‘To keep a secret from someone, then, is to block information about
it or evidence of it from reaching that person, and to do so intentionally… The
word ‘secrecy’ refers to the resulting concealment.’\textsuperscript{15} It establishes insiders and
outsiders, groups of ‘us’ and ‘them’. Control over secrecy and openness gives
\textit{power}; it influences what others know and thus what they choose to do.\textsuperscript{16} Mov-
ing from the personal to the public, Simmel argues that secret keeping actu-
ally endows secrets with \textit{value}.\textsuperscript{17} This value is based not on the content of the
secrets but rather on the fact that others are excluded from knowing about
them. The act of secrecy ‘gives the person enshrouded by it an exceptional
position’.\textsuperscript{18} This is something that human beings seem to know instinctively.
A common children’s boast is: ‘I know something you don’t’. Such behaviour
is not limited to children. Like children, kings were aware that they could
maintain special status by possessing not exclusive property, but exclusive in-
formation.\textsuperscript{19} In the personal realm, secrecy may be crucial for identity forma-
tion but in the political or public realm, secrecy is ambiguous and much more
problematic.

Donald Rumsfeld as US Secretary of State for Defense had this to say on the
structure of secrets in the public realm:

‘As we know there are known knowns; there are things we know we know.
We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are
some things we do not know. But there are also \textit{unknown unknowns} – the
ones we don’t know we don’t know. And if we look throughout the history
of our country and other free countries, it is the latter category that tends to
be the difficult one’.\textsuperscript{20}

Almost from its moment of utterance – in 2002 – commentators ridiculed
Rumsfeld for his ‘kabbalistic logic and professorial cant’.\textsuperscript{21} The British Plain
English Campaign called it ‘the most nonsensical remark made by a public
figure’\textsuperscript{22} in memory. Yet the secrets or things we do not know we do not know
are indeed the most difficult ones for a free society. The deeper the secret, the
fewer the people who will know the secret.\textsuperscript{23} When a small group of similarly
situated officials conceals from outsiders the fact that it is concealing some-
thing, the result is a \textit{deep secret}.\textsuperscript{24} Deep secrets may more often involve bad
faith or fraud. The targets cannot protect themselves against information they cannot imagine and so the secret keeper can always gain advantage at the expense of the target.

According to a 2010 Washington Post exposé called ‘Top Secret America’ an estimated 854,000 people hold top-secret security clearances in the US and an estimated 2.4 million hold security clearances at the confidential, secret and top-secret levels. ‘Deep’ and less deep secrecy is thus a relative notion in terms of exact numbers of insiders and outsiders. Yet, even apparently deep secrets may be known by complete outsiders. In the case of the TFTP and SWIFT the European Central Bank apparently knew of the existence of the programme and SWIFT’s role in supplying data to the US authorities before the New York Times went public. They too kept this US secret secret despite the implications for the privacy of Europeans.

The concepts of deep and shallow secrets can best be illustrated with metaphors of light. Whereas the deep secret’s target is ‘completely in the dark, never imagining that relevant information might be had’, the shallow secret’s target ‘has at least some shadowy sense’ that she is lacking relevant information. When members of the general public or of oversight institutions understand that they are being denied particular items of information, the result is a shallow secret. Information which has been classified but the existence of which is not hidden (either in document registers or otherwise) is a shallow secret. A shallow secret may be challenged by procedural or other means. Deep-secret keepers will generally be more concerned to conceal from the target the fact that they wish to conceal something than shallow-secret keepers.

As government secrecy grows and comes to involve more people, the opportunities to leak from within expand. The more ‘insiders’ with access to the secret, the more likely a secret will leak out. The fact is that government officials leak classified information all the time – to influence policy, take credit or deflect blame. Bradley Manning, the US government official who allegedly leaked the over 250,000 documents to Wikileaks, was reportedly motivated by a desire to expose secret government activities to public scrutiny. Perhaps the most famous example, however, of the stripping of layers of secrecy is the revelation of the Watergate tapes’ existence. It was only through its capacity to question a former presidential aide that a US Senate Select Committee discovered the tapes’ existence in the first place. Once the tapes became a shallow rather than a deep secret, further legal and political manoeuvring could take place in an effort to discover their content.
From national security to EU internal security

*Dispersed threats to national security inside out and outside in*

What is the underlying rationale for government secrecy in the first place? As John Jay wrote in *The Federalist* the executive might sometimes need ‘perfect secrecy’.™ Traditionally, some amount of secrecy is considered valuable for concealing plans and vulnerabilities from adversaries, for acting quickly and decisively against threats, protecting sources and methods of intelligence gathering and investigating and enforcing the law against offenders.³³ A similar line of argument was classically used to support secrecy in international negotiations and in diplomacy more generally. In addition to what can be termed the national security rationale for government secrecy there is also a more administrative rationale for government secrecy.³⁴

National security is the key justification traditionally given for classifying documents as confidential, secret and top secret and there is a tendency to regard national security as a trump card in this respect.³⁵ Thus, for example, the US Freedom of Information Act sets as its first exemption matters withheld for national security reasons under criteria established by executive order and ‘properly classified according to an executive order’.³⁶ It is often assumed that the protection of sources and methods of intelligence collection and analysis must be kept secret (classified) because they are vulnerable to countermeasures. Like Russian dolls, secrecy to protect sources and methods nests within the collection and development of useful intelligence which, in turn, nests within the development of national security policy. Secrecy in this way becomes what US Congressman Daniel Moynihan described in 2007 as ‘a hidden, humongous, metastasizing mass within government itself.’³⁷

National security (or ‘foreign policy’ as the more general term covering foreign, security and defence policy) traditionally had an explicit target in the sense of a party against whom a government is taking action. Publicising information about these policies posed a special risk of ruining the underlying objective.³⁸ As we have already seen however in relation to the US and the SWIFT affair, security nowadays is a much broader concept than the classical understanding of the ability to use military force to protect one’s state against external invaders and ensure its survival. In the contemporary world there can be threats to security in the form of organised crime, drug addiction, terrorism, corruption, illegal immigration, money laundering, etc and these problems can attack the integrity of a state from the inside. Moreover the ‘threats’ to security have become increasingly transnational in nature and also increasingly ‘networked’ and thus dispersed.³⁹ The TFTP referred to earlier on has to
be understood in this context and makes the turn to the network analysis of commercial and financial data easier to place. However, the SWIFT case also shows that the distinction between internal and external security becomes increasingly difficult to draw.\textsuperscript{40}

How does this changed understanding of security relate to international cooperation among States? International organisations generally do not have an independent ability to autonomously gather and process sensitive information on national security. If they do, as with NATO, an organisation whose mission is the promotion of collective security, they establish strict rules on the handling of classified information within the government of its Member States. NATO’s security of information policy – crafted in the early days of the Cold War – is tilted towards secrecy to what some claim is an unwarranted degree.\textsuperscript{41} Is this true too for the EU? Prior to looking squarely at how secrecy is actually regulated within the EU context it is relevant to consider the underlying rationale for government secrecy – national security – in that context. Without at this point engaging in an existential discussion on the nature of the EU – international organisation, federal would-be state or polity sui generis – let me draw out some general lines in the relatively recent evolution of the EU as a political union that have made the issue of secrecy particularly salient and which illustrate how the external and the internal dimensions of security have come together in this context too.\textsuperscript{42}

\textit{EU security actors: from policy advice to policy making?}

The European Union is quietly emerging as a significant security actor in its own right.\textsuperscript{43} As a security actor the EU gathers and processes information autonomously. It also shares information both internally and externally. Formally speaking, national security remains a matter for the Member States and by implication not for the EU (see, Article 4 TEU). However, since the EU is largely internally borderless, Member States tackle protection of the European ‘homeland’ in common and this ‘homeland’ is for the most part a highly integrated area of security policy. This process of creating an internally borderless area began with the signing and implementation of the Schengen agreement in 1985 and continues in an accelerated and more integrated fashion after the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon in 2010.\textsuperscript{44} Freedom of movement within the EU meant that geographically domestic or national security had to be understood more broadly. National borders became internal EU borders and redefined the concept of boundaries. Consequently each Member State had to conceive of its own internal security as including territory outside its borders.\textsuperscript{45}
EU policy on its own ‘internal’ security is taking shape bit by bit and in an accelerated fashion over the course of the past few years. The Stockholm programme, the five-year strategic work programme for the Area of Freedom Security and Justice (AFSJ), called upon the Council and the Commission to ‘define a comprehensive Union internal security strategy’. The link and complementarity between internal and external aspects of EU security is an important red thread, running through all the relevant core documents on internal security. With much of the organised crime threats to internal security originating outside the EU this is clearly a highly relevant aspect. As observed by the EU Home Affairs Commissioner in her evidence before the House of Lords, ‘threats are not exclusively internal or external but interlinked.’ The relevance of this link for the operational-cooperation work of various EU actors is also acknowledged. It poses a particular problem in the context of the new European External Action Service where a focus only on the ‘external’ does not work.

Agencies such as Europol and Frontex are not foreseen to become policymakers in their own right or to replace the Commission, the Member States or the Council in this regard. Whereas these (and other) agencies have a specific role in the internal security policy process (their threat assessments will inform political priority-setting and policy in the area), they are not envisaged to set priorities or make policy. However, the dividing lines between policy advice and actual policy-making can become blurred in practice particularly given the close link between threat assessment, political priority-setting and ensuing policy choices; this creates possibilities for agencies to influence and shape future policy.

Of course, these EU actors can be distinguished from what are generically termed intelligence agencies at the level of the Member States themselves since the EU actors have no ‘special powers’ to collect information, such as the powers to intercept communications, conduct covert surveillance, use secret informants, etc. A very important similarity between national intelligence agencies and the EU actors is, however, that they receive, produce and disseminate classified information. They collect, analyse and disseminate information – on threats to internal security or other interests – to policy makers and other executive bodies. They perform these functions both within the territory of the EU and in its relations with third countries and international organisations. If one looks at, for example, the Commission proposals on the EU TFTP one can only be struck by the fact that across the various institutional options a pivotal role is envisaged for various EU actors and agencies. Can EU institutions, agencies and other actors collect, analyse and disseminate classified information despite national security remaining formally a matter of compe-
tence for the Member States? Let us now look closer at the multiplicity of actors involved.

**Internal and external relations of EU agencies: an opaque map**

In the new EU internal security strategy more inter-agency cooperation across the broad spectrum of internal security will take place than hitherto was the case both at the supranational level and at the national level. This means more joint operations, including Joint Investigation teams, involving police, customs, border guards and judicial authorities in different Member States who will work alongside Eurojust, Europol and OLAF. More cooperation among agencies and other actors leads almost inevitably to more sharing of classified and sensitive information and indeed this is explicitly envisaged and builds on what already takes place. Thus the operational agreement signed between Europol and Eurojust in 2004 provides for the exchange of operational, strategic or technical operation and even personal data. In 2008 a secure communication link was established to facilitate the exchange of information. The two agencies also agreed on a table of equivalence to exchange classified information above the level of ‘restricted’. There are also other strategic agreements including some information exchange between Europol and other actors, for example the Commission and the European Central Bank and also Frontex.

Internal security cooperation is supervised by the Standing Committee on Operational Security (known by its French acronym COSI). It was newly established in Article 71 TFEU as part of the Lisbon Treaty, so as to encourage ‘increasingly coordinated, integrated and effective operations’ between EU agencies and bodies involved in EU internal security (including Europol, Frontex, Eurojust, and SitCen, the EU Joint Situation Centre). Moreover, COSI is responsible for the Comprehensive Operational Strategic Plan for Police, known by its acronym COSPOL, another component of the EU ‘alphabet soup’ of acronyms.

EU agency cooperation takes place not only on aspects of internal security but also on related external security aspects. Individual agencies have clearly developed this dimension of their work. Europol for instance, has established over the years bilateral agreements in around thirty cases, with a full-blown operational agreement, allowing for the exchange of personal data, in ten of those cases. Similarly, Eurojust has built on its external reach through a multitude of external cooperation agreements with third parties/countries as well as through the presence of external liaison prosecutors at Eurojust premises.
(e.g. Norway, Croatia, the US). With regard to joint agency cooperation vis-à-vis third countries, however, this is reportedly limited.

That flow of information is across entities such as COSI, the Political Security Committee and the newly established European External Action Service (EEAS). SitCen, located now within the EEAS does not have access to ‘raw’ intelligence material or operational information but rather to information coming from the Member States and open sources.\(^5\) SitCen covers both external and internal security and the fact that it is now nested within the EEAS means that the latter too conflates internal and external security in a structurally opaque fashion. SitCen definitely falls short of being a EU Intelligence Agency like the CIA, but it is gradually becoming a more robust and central element in the EU’s internal-external security nexus, especially in the light of the Lisbon Treaty.\(^6\) All of these actors share classified information both within the EU and outside the EU. How do these evolving practices fit within the broader structure of secrecy regulation in the context of the EU? Let us now look specifically at how these rules have evolved.

The secrecy regulation process: a first cut

From 1958 to 1992: a subterranean classification system

Traditionally decision-making in the Council of Ministers was behind closed doors to allow the Member States to conduct diplomatic negotiations. This inevitably entailed some sharing of information, even from the very early days, and the creation of documents at the European level. The first rules on the classification of documents for security reasons date already from 1958 when the Council of the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom)\(^6\) gave the supranational Commission a classification and supervisory role over ‘Euratom Classified Information’ (hereafter: ECI) as well as establishing a security vetting infrastructure. The security gradings for ECI were from the very beginning four fold: Top Secret, Secret, Confidential and Restricted. The latter security level – Restricted – is an additional one compared to what was (and still is) common in the US and many other democracies but reflects long-standing NATO practice. This lowest level of classification (for which no special authorisation for access is necessary) was required ‘where unauthorised disclosure would affect the defence interests of one or more Member States.’\(^6\) Once information is classified, it is marked accordingly and given various forms of protection – including restricting access to people with a security clearance at
the appropriate level, physical protection and restrictions on how it may be
transferred from one person to another.

ECI covers ‘information acquired by the Community or communicated by
the Member States which is covered by Articles 24 and 25 of the Treaty es-
ablishing the European Atomic Community.’ EU classification rules applied
from the very early days of European integration to both relevant Member
State documents and other more autonomous Community level information.
The link with Member State documents and the limit on national executive
discretion to grant public access and or declassify was reinforced – twenty-five
years later – in the general Archives regulation of the European Community
(1983). Member States could not release through national archives to the pu-
lic on terms less strict than those in the Archives regulation (i.e. 30 years)
‘documents and records emanating from institutions and physically held in
their public archives, which have been classified and have not been declassi-
fied.’ This rule also applied to such documents and records of the Member
States that reproduce in full or in part the content of such classified docu-
ments. In this way, via the Archives regulation, it became clear that what was
initially only applied to specific Euratom documents had in fact a more ge-
neral application.

It took almost forty-five years after the Euratom classification decision for
the subject of classification of documents to re-emerge squarely again, this
time at the level of the EU as such. Just over two weeks after the Treaty of
Maastricht was signed, the Commission proposed a Council regulation on the
security measures applicable to classified information produced or transmitted
in connection with EEC or EURATOM activities. This sought to widen the
scope of the rather subterranean classification system that had operated since
1958 to the full width of Community activities and to regulate it openly in a
legislative measure with an advisory role for the European Parliament. The
main objective was to afford protection to ‘sensitive information whose unau-
thorised disclosure could be detrimental to the essential interests of the Euro-
pean Communities and of Member states.’ The European Parliament was
hostile to the draft Council regulation both on grounds of the legal basis pro-
posed which limited its own role as well as by the failure of the Commission to
bring forward concurrently a directive on freedom of information.

The proposal was eventually withdrawn for the surprising reason of ‘sub-
sidiarity’. With the benefit of hindsight the shooting down of the proposal
by the European Parliament is regrettable both for substantive and procedural
reasons. The security gradings proposed by the Commission were only three
and did not include the contested NATO-inspired fourth category ‘restricted’.
Moreover, some emphasis was put by the Commission on the fact that classi-
fication gradings should be necessary, temporary and take into account wider imperatives relating to access to information. Unfortunately for the European Parliament and in spite of the fact that its legislative and other roles have increased dramatically since 1992, its ability to actually openly debate the contents of the EU-wide secrecy regulation have not improved in a procedural sense since the Commission’s 1992 proposal. Rather, its role has worsened considerably when the executive institutions (starting with the Council and the Commission) opted to treat the issue of security and classification rules purely as a matter of their own internal organisation. Even when the European Parliament much later acquired a treaty-based role, for example in the negotiation processes of international agreements (in the Lisbon Treaty), the executive institutions continued to treat the issue of special access by members of the European Parliament as a matter of (secret) inter-institutional deliberation and agreement – a process which they dominate (see further below).

‘Sensitive’ documents ring-fenced and expanded

The reason for the Commission and the Council to adopt new internal rules on the security measures applicable to classified information produced or transmitted in connection with European Union activities, was the fact that in the context of the new common foreign and security policy sensitive documents would be produced, shared and circulated. The thinking was that the EU’s expansion into the field of defence policy would require the exchange of particularly sensitive information, and that this could be accomplished only if the originator of such information could be confident that no information put out by him will be disclosed against his will. Mind you, this was the case since the entry into force of the Treaty of Maastricht in 1993 and it took the Council until 2001 to adopt new security rules on the classification of documents although it had earlier adopted general rules on security clearances for Council officials in the General Secretariat.68 The actual catalyst was in fact the planned adoption of new EU legislative rules on access to documents. The Council staged a ‘coup d’état’ by adopting its own new security rules just two months prior to the new and fundamental public access legislation. At the same time the notion of ‘sensitive documents’ was successfully introduced into the access law itself.69 These new security rules together with the exclusions on ‘sensitive documents’ contained in the EU access regulation meant that virtually all classified information was excluded from the scope of the law on public access to documents that was eventually agreed in 2001.70 The span of the Council’s new security regulations was moreover not limited to EU institutions: Member States were placed under an obligation to adopt ‘appropriate national measu-
res’ to ensure that the Council’s rules on the handling of classified information are respected within their governments. This led in particular to a spate of new state secrets laws in newly joined Eastern European Member States. In addition in the EU Access law (2001), it was provided in not so veiled terms that the principle of loyal cooperation governing relations between the institutions and the Member States required that Member States ‘take care not to hamper the proper application of this Regulation and should respect the security rules of the institutions.’

In March of this year (2011), almost a decade to the day after the controversial 2001 security rules, the Council adopted the next generation of its security rules and formally launched EUCI (EU Classified Information). These rules emerged at a moment when the planned revision of the access-to-documents law (on the books since 2009) was stalled in what seemed a structural impasse despite the fact that the Lisbon Treaty had introduced a number of salient changes in the legal framework. The full access revision process was however re-ignited in September 2011. The Council’s new security rules emerged into the public realm only after adoption and subsequent publication in the Official Journal but they were worked on – in secret – for a period of at least two years in the Council’s security committee and then the Antici Group, responsible for preparing the meetings of the EU’s ambassadors (COREPER), and then COREPER itself before final agreement at the ministerial level early 2011. These new rules are much more far reaching in terms of scope and width of application than their 2001 counterpart and constitute an excellent illustration of the expanded scope of executive activity in the EU context.

This is not the place for a detailed analysis of the new security provisions but a number of points indicate just how the domain of secrecy regulation has multiplied. The four (NATO) levels of security gradings are now applied well beyond the common foreign and defence realm. From 2011 the justifications for classifying documents includes in general terms ‘the interests of the European Union’ as well as those of ‘one or more of the Member States’. In other words, the EU now has clearly marked out a classification system that applies across the broad spectrum of its activities with no special mention or position given anymore to the Common Security and Defence Policy. This illustrates indeed how the nature of the EU polity has evolved in the decade since 2001 and how much matters of internal security have become inter-twined with external security and the impossibility of separating the two into a separate ‘pillar’ as was still the case a decade earlier.

The Council no longer even has the pretence to adopt rules only for its own internal organisation. Its explicit strategy, reflected in its decision, is to obtain the commitment by the Commission, by the Member States and by the other
EU institutions, agencies, bodies and offices with its own rules and standards ‘necessary in order to protect the interests of the Union and its Member States. Several declarations appended to the decision make this perfectly clear. In particular, ‘the Council and the Commission consider that their respective security rules, and the Agreement between the Member States, meeting within the Council, regarding the protection of classified information exchanged in the interests of the European Union, together constitute a more comprehensive and coherent general framework within the European Union for the protection of classified information originating in the Member States, in institutions of the European Union or in EU agencies, bodies or offices, or received from third States or international organisations. Thus the Council’s strategy of achieving a comprehensive general framework for the protection of EUCI right across the spectrum of the actors and the activities of the EU is spelt out in black and white.

_The spider and its (internal/external) web_

One can refer to the less than upfront process as effectively a type of harmonisation of secrecy by stealth, with the Council as the sophisticated spider weaving an elaborate and often opaque web. Within its reach are various actors linked to its security system by various mechanisms, all negotiated and agreed in secret and only some structurally transparent when agreed. Thus, the Member States signed a binding agreement less than two weeks after the Council adopted its new security rules, guaranteeing in a legally binding fashion that they would protect classified information originating in the ‘European Union institutions, or in agencies, bodies or offices established by the latter and provided to or exchanged with the Member States’ as well as their own documents provided to or exchanged with EU institutions etc. In other words, with this agreement became explicit what has been feared for a long time: not only does the EU adopt rules that bind its own institutions, agencies, etc, but even rules adopted as a matter of the internal organisation of the same institutions can lead to the Member States being restricted under their own national law, constitutional or otherwise, and obliged to give primacy to the EU classification rules. The remarkable point about this process is above all the incremental and barely visible manner in which it occurs, never at any stage having been openly discussed and debated.

Let me give two further examples of the width and depth of the Council’s secrecy web. Europol is the front-runner among the agencies when it comes to its own classification rules. In 2009 it adopted its own rules on the confidentiality of Europol information. Europol carried a first impact assessment in
2009 on the Council revised security rules in relation to Europol.\textsuperscript{81} It appears to have queried the general applicability of the Council’s rules in the light of the particular legal framework of Europol, especially Articles 40 and 46 of the Europol Council Decision.\textsuperscript{82} Nonetheless, it seems that less than two years later Europol, too, had come around to its essentially subservient position within the Council’s secrecy web, notwithstanding its particular circumstances.

The second example of how embedded even an institution such as the European Parliament has become within the comprehensive secrecy ambition of the Council is the very recent decision by the Bureau of the European Parliament concerning the rules governing the treatment of ‘confidential information’ by the European Parliament.\textsuperscript{83} It, too, is based on the internal rule making power of the institution itself and relies on its own rules of procedure as the legal basis. This extraordinary ‘decision’ by the bureaucracy of the EP takes over the Council rules on EUCI but at the same time explicitly covers what is termed ‘other’ confidential information. This term refers to non-classified confidential information and lays down the basic principles and minimum standards. Such ‘other’ confidential information is part of a whole new category of sensitive but unclassified information (in the US known now as Controlled Unclassified Information, CUI\textsuperscript{84}) that is difficult to pin down and define, in part because of the greatly varied rationales used to justify its protection.\textsuperscript{85} Such information often receives the stamp or grading of ‘limited’ in the EU context, which is actually not referred to anywhere in the formal security rules but exists outside the formal classification system. The confusion about why ‘limited’ information is to be protected and how it is to be handled may lead to it being mistaken effectively for another classification level, causing unclassified information with this marking level to be treated like classified information.\textsuperscript{86}

A further and expanding part of the security regulation creep includes the external dimension. This includes a variety of agreements with third states and international organisations. For example, at the same time as the adoption of the 2001 security rules, the Secretary General of the Council had entered into an interim security agreement with NATO that incorporated the key elements of NATO security policy.\textsuperscript{87} In March 2003, an EU-NATO agreement was concluded for permanent relations, which included the exchange of classified information.\textsuperscript{88} This was the first of many ‘security-of-information agreements’ concluded by the Council as well as administrative arrangements for the lowest classification level. Article 12 of the new Council rules explicitly provides for this exchange of classified information with third states and international organisations and mandates that their classification levels are no less stringent than those laid down in the Council Decision. In this manner the Council is
weaving a sticky web catching other institutions, agencies, Member States as well as third states and other international organisations in its threads. The most recent information available via the Council’s online register of documents is that there are twelve permanent security agreements with third states (including the US) and four more under negotiation or not yet implemented (including with Turkey and Russia). There are three permanent security agreements with other international organisations and one under negotiation as well as a permanent administrative arrangement with the UN, allowing the exchange of EUCI classified at the ‘restricted’ level only.

Information sharing among a wide variety of internal and external actors takes place without it being clear how such practices relate to the mandate of Article 1 of the Treaty of Lisbon Treaty that decision-making in the EU will be as open as possible. Information sharing can lead to structural intransparency over what information is being shared and may make the issue of responsibility for classification and declassification fuzzy. Entanglement in the sense of a commingling of information that is so deep that it becomes difficult to separate information that was generated internally and information received externally is likely. When information sharing is combined with the two main tools that cause secrecy to multiply quasi-automatically, the principle of derivative classification and the principle of originator control, we can speak of a culture of secrecy.

**ORCON creep and overclassification**

Equally important to the formal rules adopted by the institutions themselves is whether a culture of secrecy prevails within the institutions or agencies in question. This is often tied up with a phenomenon known as ‘ORCON creep’. This is not a new horror movie but the acronym for the phenomenon of ‘originator control’ that leads to the multiplication of government secrecy. Traditionally, governments have insisted on applying the rule of originator control before they share information with other governments or international organisations. This rule allows originating governments or agencies/institutions to retain control over the declassification of information (if it is classified) or its release to non-governmental parties (if it is not). Within the context of the EU this rule has been there since 1958 but it has mutated and expanded considerably since then. In a nutshell, it provides that if the information has been classified by State (or Agency) A, it cannot be reclassified or declassified by State B (or an international organisation), unless State A consents to the change. Similarly, no information provided by State A can be given by State B (or an international organisation) to a third party – such as another govern-
ment, non-governmental organisation or citizen – without the consent of State A. The ORCON rule thus eliminates the ability of states/agencies/international organisations to make their own judgments about the wisdom of releasing shared information. The requirement to consult the author (the originator) before granting public access or declassifying is deeply embedded within the Council’s rules but also features in several places in the access to documents legislation from 2001.92

The other tool that causes secrecy to multiply is the process known as *derivative* classification. This process effectively gives the power of secrecy classification to any persons who are cleared to see documents in the respective classification categories.93 Thus, only the persons who, for example, have Top Secret classification clearances are empowered to create Top Secret documents. Whenever a person uses for example a Top Secret source in preparing a *new document* they are obliged to classify the new document according to the classification of the source of information. Since documents must carry the highest classification of their component parts any document which uses a Top Secret source can itself be classified Top Secret. However, since classification is typically both anonymous and nonspecific, a user of a Top Secret source has no way of knowing what particular piece of information led to it being classified Top Secret. As a result the derivative classifier will apply a Top Secret classification to her document if she has used any information whatsoever from a Top Secret source (although that may not in fact be the ‘Top Secret’ bit). The principle of derivative classification applies to all levels of classification.

Derivative classification leads very simply and easily to *overclassification*. The problem of overclassification is not a new problem. On the contrary it seems to have been a feature of the classification system almost from the very beginning. Classifying too much is a lower risk strategy for public officials than classifying too little and there is often little incentive for them not to classify material as well as little control in practice over the substance of over-classification or unnecessary classification. During the course of the past sixty years in the US alone there have been no less than eight ‘major reviews’ of the security classification systems precisely because overclassification remains such a problem.94 It is also not a minor problem. Experts’ assessments estimate that between 50% to 90% of what is classified in the US is either overclassified or should not be classified at all.95 We do not sadly have the equivalent figures for the EU nor has there ever been a review, major or minor, of the security classification system in the EU and its link with those of the Member States.

The Wikileaks cables illustrate that although classification rules are designed to strictly limit who has access to the secret and how, such limitations may
in practice be wholly illusory. This has to do with how many people knew, what sorts of people knew, how much they knew and the timing when they knew. Wikileaks revealed huge security failings in the protection of classified material including the fact that an extremely substantial number of persons within the US administration had access to such ‘secrets’. According to one report more than three million US military and civilian personnel had the security clearance necessary to access the US Defense Department Secret Internet Router Network (SIPRNet). How secret is a secret that three million people have access to? Benjamin Franklin already knew the answer to that. As he put it: “Three may keep a secret if two of them are dead.” The reality may well be, also in Europe, that thousands of soldiers, analysts and intelligence officers as well as sub-contractors among others get access to huge volumes of classified and sensitive (but unclassified) material.

**Democratic Secrecy: the oversight role of the European Parliament**

*Mechanisms of oversight mediation*

The big underlying analytical perspective on executive secrecy is the democratic one. What is the role of executive secrecy in a democracy? A basic dilemma of accountability is that democracy requires publicity but that some democratic policies (such as counter-terrorism) require secrecy; if they were made public they could not be carried out effectively or at all – at least this is the argument. Secrecy obstructs the standard mechanisms for oversight utilised by democracies – elections, public opinion and deliberation. This does not mean that secrecy may not be legitimately claimed by democratic governments but it will need to be balanced against the citizens’ right to information in a democracy and democratic decision-making and oversight. The problem is that since the calculation of harm caused by the disclosure of information cannot be undertaken in public without revealing the very information, this task is delegated to the executive. This is like asking the suspect to provide the evidence!

The general mechanism of *mediation* resolves in theory the conflict between democratic oversight and executive secrecy by having citizens delegate the task of oversight to the judiciary and to the legislature. Mediation therefore promises the benefits of oversight without the potentially adverse consequences of having such oversight conducted in public view. But how successful can mediation be in combating the abuse of executive secrecy? From a practical
point of view, the fact that the executive controls in one form or another the security apparatus allows it to limit very concretely the information available to mediators, both parliament and courts.

Judges are unlikely to conduct searching judicial review where the executive claims that disclosure of secret information or documents would harm national security or its equivalent. In such circumstances judges will often limit themselves to using procedural rather than substantive criteria to gauge the legitimacy of executive secrets. In Europe, should the courts in Luxembourg for example be able to request access to classified information that is relevant to cases brought before them? As the EU goes further down the internal security road it can only be expected that the number of cases where this is a relevant question will increase. At the end of the day, a court can do nothing to ensure substantive justice if the information on which for example the blacklisting of suspected terrorists or other decision is based, is classified and also not revealed to it. Yet at the European level, it appears that the courts do not accept non-disclosure to them. Thus, in particular in the OMPI case on the blacklisting of terrorists by the UN and within the EU context, the Court said clearly that the Council could not base its decision on information that is not revealed to the Court.

The other main avenue of mediation is oversight mechanisms by parliaments or specialised oversight bodies. Parliamentary oversight of security and intelligence agencies and classified information exchanged in that context is well developed both in the US and in Europe. A recent study shows just how varied that can be among the Member States of the EU and a select number of other democracies. It varies from the worst case Ireland, where no classified information is revealed to parliament and no other mechanism exists to get access to classified information, to the bulk of other countries where a range of parliamentary and specialised oversight bodies exist (including the Netherlands, Spain, Germany and Italy). At the EU level the European Parliament is in any event the only parliamentary forum to provide oversight over classified information produced and circulated in particular by security and intelligence agencies under the auspices of the EU as such. Let us look more closely how this oversight function has evolved over time, both as a matter of law and of practice.

**EP oversight by inter-institutional agreement**

One of the ways that the European Parliament has expanded its own role since the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty is by using more informal instruments than treaty-level change, in particular inter-institutional agreements.
These were initially ‘own initiative’ inter-institutional agreements not explicitly provided for or indeed envisaged in the Treaties. They are informal in this sense but this does not necessarily exclude their being devoid of any legal effects.\textsuperscript{106} For example, the European Parliament negotiated a series of informal and institutional agreements with various actors regarding the provision of information to the European Parliament in a structured and mandatory fashion.\textsuperscript{107} The European Parliament has moreover put elaborate arrangements in place to ‘receive’ and handle so-called \textit{sensitive information} that may relate to policy areas such as CFSP, internal security and foreign and security policy. In terms of the further public nature of the rule-making on sensitive documents, a provision is made in the access regulation that the rules of the institutions in this regard are to be made public.\textsuperscript{108} This could be interpreted as not entailing necessarily an obligation to publish (for example in the Official Journal) but to make ‘public’ if access is requested. The latter, in any event, seems to be the case with regard to the European Parliament. Moreover, it is explicitly provided that the Commission and the Council shall inform the European Parliament ‘in accordance with arrangements agreed between the institutions’.\textsuperscript{109} In other words, the access regulation explicitly foresees the adoption of further implementing inter-institutional rules on how ‘sensitive documents’ will be transmitted to the European Parliament in a manner that will not involve them being made ‘public’ but will respect the confidential classification status.\textsuperscript{110}

What is interesting about the institutional arrangements in question is that they involve the European Parliament making arrangements to receive and ‘handle’ sensitive documents as defined in ‘secure reading rooms’ etc as the \textit{quid pro quo} for being informed on the content of in particular the Council’s security and defence policy.\textsuperscript{111} It seems that such inter-institutional cooperation adds rules and specifications to those previously laid down in secondary legislation. Thus, for example, it is provided that one of the interests to be protected by classification is ‘military or non-military crisis management’ (which is not mentioned in the access regulation itself). Initially, provision was made for the President of the European Parliament and a special committee composed of five specially selected members to ‘ask to consult the documents in question on the premises of the Council’.\textsuperscript{112} More recently it can be deduced from further rule-making within the European Parliament, and in particular by the President, that secure reading rooms have been established on the premises of the European Parliament itself, presumably to the satisfaction of the Council.\textsuperscript{113} At the same time, pursuant to further inter-institutional cooperation between the \textit{Commission} and the European Parliament,\textsuperscript{114} elaborate provision is made for the forwarding of ‘confidential information’ to the
European Parliament.115 This ‘framework agreement’ adds to ORCON creep with the European Parliament accepting to be bound by the principle of originator control despite the fact that it is under no legal obligation to do so. It is then a small step from this established ‘acquis’ for the Council to insist on further ORCON within the new inter-institutional agreement it is negotiating with the European Parliament at present.116 This draft inter-institutional agreement extends the principle of originator control very widely, to other EU institutions, offices, bodies or agencies as well as to EU Member States, third States and international organisations.117 It is constitutionally very questionable: an internal inter-institutional agreement attempting to limit the scope of fundamental Treaty provisions, including Article 1 of the Lisbon Treaty which lays down that the Union takes decisions ‘as openly as possible’.

The risk is that as a result of the application of the principle of originator control, a very significant part of EU classified information will never be seen by the European Parliament.

*EP oversight over international agreements: caught in a trap?*

In terms of parliamentary oversight over institutional secrecy and the negotiation of international agreements (typically the executive prerogative within the EU), some progress has undoubtedly been made in recent years at the European level thanks to a pro-active stance by the European Parliament and helped by the new legal situation introduced by the Treaty of Lisbon. One of the most significant new powers given to the European Parliament in the Lisbon Treaty is the power to veto the conclusion of international agreements negotiated on behalf of the EU by the executive power (a combination of the Council and the Commission or in some cases the High Representative).118 Moreover, it is explicitly provided that the EP is to be ‘immediately and fully informed at all stages of the (negotiating) procedure.’119 In this way, some democratic oversight has finally been introduced over what was hitherto a matter purely of closed diplomatic negotiations at the European level.

Given the highly political type of issues that the EU is currently negotiating with third states or other international organisations, this is a timely and much needed oversight.120 It is also the only parliamentary oversight possible where the agreements fall under the exclusive competence of the EU since national parliaments are then inevitably sidelined. But even with the new Treaty provisions the EP has experienced considerable difficulties in practice in getting timely access to classified documents. The executive institutions argue that strict secrecy is required because otherwise their negotiation strategies with the third country would be undermined. Moreover, by invoking NATO stan-
dards the Council and the Commission have opposed to the EP the principle of ‘originator control’. As we have already seen this principle entails that the third country concerned can exert the right to oppose the diffusion to the EP of classified information. It is not a mandatory part of binding European law.

The mediation mechanisms are in and of themselves highly dependent on a hidden mechanism that allows democracies to become aware of possible executive abuse of secrecy in a timely fashion: this mechanism can be referred to as ‘circumvention’, but is more commonly simply known as leaking. Leaking does not rely on the good faith of the executive but rather evades this structural dilemma completely. Leaking has a symbiotic relationship with secrecy. Dissatisfied ‘insiders’ may leak documents for a variety of reasons, including concern at the fact that far-reaching decision-making is taking place in secret. This happened for example recently with regard to the ‘negotiation mandate’ for the (still ongoing) negotiation of an international agreement between the EU and the US on the protection of personal data when transferred and processed by ‘the competent authorities of the EU and its Member States and the US for the purpose of preventing, investigating or prosecuting crime, including terrorism’. The negotiation mandate was placed on line late last year by Statewatch, a UK based civil liberties NGO.

The Dutch Senate subsequently included this document in its own online database as it was already in the public domain. As a result the Commission – rather extraordinarily – explicitly threatened the Netherlands with infringement proceedings for breach of European law (the document in question was eventually removed from the Senate’s web site, allegedly because it was no longer up-to-date). The letter by the Minister for Safety and Justice to the President of the Senate was very explicit on the Commission’s threat to sue the Netherlands as a result of the action by the Senate. It proves just how seriously the Commission – and the other institutions – take their own internal classification rules and their binding legal effect. Yet, an examination of this negotiation mandate in terms of substance shows that it is in fact quite a very innocuous document. The description given in the negotiation mandate is not operational at all in terms of negotiation ‘strategy’, and merely outlines in very general terms a reasonably large number of fairly obvious points for experts that need to be addressed. Moreover, in a EU negotiation mandate the parameters and goals of the EU itself are mentioned to the other party. Such mandates do not contain a negotiation ‘strategy’ as such, nor will actual negotiations have commenced. This resembles more the desire of a bureaucracy not to be bothered by ‘outsiders’ (in this case the public on whose behalf they may be negotiating provisions that are effectively legislative in nature and affect the rights and interests of citizens).
The classification level of negotiation mandates is ‘restricted’, yet this level is not mentioned in the specific provisions in the access-to-documents law from 2001 (currently under revision). This classification level is introduced in the internal rules of the institutions themselves and is applied to ‘information and material the unauthorised disclosure of which could be disadvantageous to the interests of the Union or of one or more of the Member States’. It is not at all clear what would be ‘disadvantageous to the interests of the Union’ in making public the actual ‘negotiation mandate’ other than it being disadvantageous to the interest of the institutions in having their own space to negotiate ‘diplomatically’ as they are used to doing – freed up from the constraints of publicity. The interest of the citizens of the EU who will see their rights and interests directly affected by the subject matter under negotiation does not seem to be factored into the notion of ‘the interests of the Union.’ This is the case even where what is being negotiated has a constitutional nature and could change the existing rules of the game.

So how vital is democratic oversight in the circumstances by the European Parliament at this moment in time? It is too early to assess how effectively the European Parliament (EP) is actually maintaining oversight over the negotiation and agreement process of international agreements in the new legal situation after entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty and no empirical research has been carried out yet. It is not clear to what extent the EP is fully being given access to classified information and to unclassified but ‘sensitive’ information.

The EP for its part is clearly keen to reassure the Council and the Commission that it is very serious about the measures it has taken to ensure the security of classified and unclassified but sensitive information which it receives from the executive institutions, as is evident in the new security rules adopted by its Bureau earlier this year. At the same time the executive institutions do seem to be intent on setting in place a limited exchange of classified information with the Parliament. This is witnessed in particular by the insistence first by the Commission last year (2010) and now in draft by the Council this year (2011) that the principle of originator control fully applies, not only to documents produced by third states and other international organisations but also to documents by the more ‘internal’ EU actors: Member States, other institutions and bodies. This reinforcement of the ORCON principle in the context of the inter-institutional exchange of (classified) material does not augur well for the ability of the European Parliament to carry out its oversight role effectively. The ‘trap’ was the enticing prospect of more information exchange but the reality was information with much of the ‘meat’ removed, at least in the context of international agreements being negotiated with third countries where they can insist on the European Parliament not being given access to
many classified documents. In the case of the US, given that all documents relating to foreign ‘governments’ (powers) are automatically classified, this automatically means that no access will be given to the EP unless the US agrees to declassify – a highly unsatisfactory position for the EP.

With regard to the controversial category of ‘sensitive’ (but unclassified) documents, the EP is clearly staking a claim as is evident from its own internal rules adopted by its Bureau earlier in 2011. Yet there is a problem here that has to do with the attitude of the executive institutions to their own internal preparatory documents which they feel they must keep secret in the interests of their own decision making process. A good example of their secrecy reflex in this regard is provided by their refusal in 2009 to give a MEP, Sophie in ’t Veld, a copy of a legal service opinion of the Council on the appropriate legal basis to negotiate and conclude a new SWIFT agreement with the US. She challenged their refusal to give full public access on grounds of international relations and court proceedings and legal advice before the courts and the case is still pending. This raises the key issue whether executive institutions can claim, contrary to existing court case law, the right to keep their internal opinion on the appropriate legal basis of international negotiations secret. This kind of reasoning refusing access is not so much based on a concern for the equivalent of ‘national security’ in the EU context but rather on a different rationale for secrecy already commented on by Max Weber – the inherent tendency of bureaucracies to want to keep their internal deliberations secret. Officials typically view secrecy as the best protection against outside interference in their activities. Recent history in the US in particular has shown the extent to which keeping internal legal opinions secret can be perverted to facilitate wrongdoing and undermine legal accountability.

The future of EU secrecy: uniting law with governance

Worldwide and within the EU transparency is a growth industry even before the advent of the ‘Wikileaks world’. Much less attention is surprisingly paid to the secrecy regulation process especially in the EU and how that impacts not only on increasingly ‘fundamental’ rights of public access to information but also on the manner it is regulated at the national level. This lecture aims to put the issue of secrecy and the EU squarely on the map in and of itself at what is felt to be a particularly salient moment in its development towards a ‘political’ union – that of increasingly dense cooperation both internally and externally constructing and reinforcing a European area of ‘internal security’. In this perspective the fact that there is a growing number of actors both inter-
nally and externally sharing (classified) information and adopting their own rules on the basis of their internal organisation power is seen as problematic and as de facto undermining parallel constitutional level developments, such as the drive for ever more open decision-making as laid down in the Treaty of Lisbon. There is of course a case to be made for a limited sharing of such information but the policy and limits should be upfront. Secrets can be protected more effectively if government secrecy is reduced overall.

My conclusion from the preliminary analysis I have undertaken is two fold. First, the time is more than ripe to treat the issue of secrecy regulation in and of itself seriously. This means in my view that it must be regulated at the legislative level and across the spectrum of EU activities and no longer as a matter of internal executive prerogative. I believe that the contours of the classification system should be laid out in a separate legislative measure and not as part of the public access legislation. Its relationship with the public access law and other laws (such as data protection etc) should then be explicitly discussed and openly regulated. This entails the normal legislative process and co-decision by the EP. Issues such as declassification processes, periodic classification review, classification oversight and extending declassification authority beyond the originator can then be systematically and structurally regulated in a manner that does justice both to the need for executive secrecy and for more openness as constitutionally prescribed. The best response to the dilemma of ensuring that secrecy is democratic is to make certain that there is proper public discussion of the rules that determine when secrets shall be kept. ‘Secrecy is justifiable, only if it is actually justified in a process that itself is not secret. First-order secrecy (in a process or about a policy) requires second-order publicity (about the decision to make the process or policy secret).’

My second set of conclusions is in terms of a research agenda for more mapping of the secrecy phenomenon and the various actors and their intricate inter-relationships as well as the need for more empirical research. The latter is of course tricky when the subject matter is ‘secret’; nonetheless, step by step, by means of interviews and otherwise much more can be done than to date to bring the role various actors play, their attitudes and practices out of the dark and (more) into the light. This lecture has very largely focussed on shedding some light on the role public actors play in the secrecy regulation process and practice; what is even more in the shadows is the role played by private actors and the manner in which that role should be subject to some public regulation. This refers not only to private actors such as SWIFT whose data is used by public actors but also those private actors who are contractors or sub-contractors to EU public actors and in that context have access to classified material.
A law and governance approach can not only shed some more sunlight on hidden actors and processes but also pro-actively design institutional and legal guarantees. In the ‘Wikileaks world’ we now live in these are urgent challenges that require a pro-active and systemic approach, rather than the current reactive and \textit{ad hoc} one. We need, also in the context of the EU, to take the need for government secrecy seriously but at the same time narrow down what genuinely needs to be protected and move ‘deep’ secrets into shallower waters. Only in this way can we ensure that there is a fighting chance that ‘government’ secrets are indeed kept safe in the modern day world.
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